I
T is a tremendous honor to be appointed the 16th editor-in-chief of Genetics. I pledge to do my best to live up to my colleagues' high expectations.
The responsibility is great: this journal, the first American ''periodical record bearing on heredity and variation'' carries a long tradition of excellence and a stellar list of editors (from Curt Stern and Jim Crow to David Stadler and Beth Jones) and authors (from Beadle and Muller and McClintock to Hartwell and Horvitz and Fire). We are all-editors, authors, readersstewards of this grand legacy. Let's work together to take this flagship of our field to even greater heights.
This will require agility, foresight, and innovation because scientific publishing is rife with challenge. The push for open access stresses our ability to cover the expense of publishing a journal. We rely on subscriptions (mostly from institutions) to subsidize our costs, but if our content is free, why would anyone subscribe? If we embrace full open access, we will have to charge authors more (much more) to publish in our journal. At the same time, because of the intense interest in a journal's ''impact'' (measured to four significant figures!) and the proliferation of journals, we must redouble our efforts (thereby increasing our expenses) to make our journal and its content visible. We will simply have to work harder and more creatively to meet these challenges.
I think our biggest challenge is the perception that a few journals-which are not run, as this one is, by practicing scientists-are the preferred venue for your best work. Journals such as Genetics, which are sponsored by scientific societies and managed and edited by peers of the authors, should be the first choice for your submissions. I find it strange that they are not; we will simply have to work harder to make it so. And we must do this on a shoestring budget: our margin is razor thin, and we have no large publishing house or wellendowed foundation to carry us.
We have already taken steps to meet these challenges. Over the past 2 years, under the leadership of Suzanne Sandmeyer and the Board of Senior Editors that she chaired, both the print and the online journal were given a new, contemporary look. We redesigned the cover to include color images and provide a modern, visually appealing (and, we somewhat sheepishly admit, glossy) mien. We created a new journal website that provides a clean aspect and intuitive search and navigation, with the spotlight appropriately on content. We organized articles by topic, reflecting the integrated nature of modern genetics research. And, under the guidance of Reviews Editor Allan Spradling, we began publishing reviews of topics of special interest to geneticists. These have been excellent. I urge you to take a look. And please send Allan (genetics-gsa@ andrew.cmu.edu) your suggestions for future topics and authors.
Genetics has enjoyed unprecedented growth in the number of submitted manuscripts and thus in the size of its editorial board. During the past year, our 80 associate editors have deftly handled peer review of more than 2000 submitted manuscripts. These associate editorseach the authors' peer-manage the review and decide if a manuscript should be accepted for publication. Such a sizable editorial board calls for a degree of structure to efficiently handle manuscripts and to maintain uniform standards.
In response to this need, early last year the late Editorin-Chief Beth Jones initiated significant changes in the journal's editorial procedures, and we have continued to implement Beth's vision. We recruited eight senior editors to help set policies and determine the direction and scope of the journal. They are now collaborating with groups of associate editors, organized around the journal's topical areas, to set and maintain our standards. These senior editors, like the associate editors, are leading geneticists, each an active, practicing scientist, who is therefore eminently qualified to judge the contributions of their peers. We have the best editorial team in the business. It is a privilege to work with them. I am confident you can entrust your best work to our editors.
We are pleased to report another development: Adam Wilkins, longtime editor of the journal BioEssays, recently agreed to become the editor of the popular Perspectives section of the journal. Founded 20 years ago by Jim Crow and Bill Dove under the aegis of Editor-inChief John (Jan) Drake, Perspectives articles are a must read for many in our audience. We are grateful to Jim and Bill for their outstanding-and selfless-efforts to enrich our journal and our intellectual environment. Adam has some exciting ideas for this part of the journal, and we look forward to watching (and helping) the Perspectives evolve. Please let Adam know what kinds of articles you would like to read (genetics-gsa@andrew. cmu.edu).
Other changes are in the offing. We are revisiting our policies and procedures-as we must in this highly competitive, rapidly changing scientific publishing environment. Please see the journal scope statement that accompanies this editorial. We welcome-solicit, actuallyyour input and ideas.
One change we are glad that we did not have to make is that of the managing editor position. Those of you who have published in or reviewed for the journal know well the skills of Managing Editor Tracey DePellegrin Connelly. Under Tracey's direction, we are undertaking efforts to increase the distribution, visibility, usage, and effectiveness of our journal. Accordingly, Tracey has been promoted to the position of Executive Editor.
Please join me and our editorial team in carrying the torch of Genetics that was lit back in 1916 by the founders of our field. We have an extraordinary legacy to protect and build upon. Please help us do that by continuing to support Genetics.
Genetics Scope Statement
The journal Genetics, published by The Genetics Society of America, publishes high quality, original research presenting novel findings on a range of topics bearing on heredity and variation. These topics include population and evolutionary genetics, complex traits, developmental and behavioral genetics, cellular genetics, gene expression, genome integrity and transmission, and genome and systems biology. The journal also publishes Reviews, Perspectives articles on current and historical issues in genetics, and articles on genetics education.
Genetics is a peer-edited journal-all editorial decisions are made by the authors' peers-with a tradition of rigorous peer review. Full documentation of the data presented and compelling evidence for the conclusions drawn are required.
Each submitted manuscript is assigned to an Associate Editor, a peer of the authors who manages the review process and decides if the manuscript is acceptable for publication in Genetics. A manuscript may be rejected without review if the editors judge it to be outside the scope of the journal. A manuscript will also be returned without being reviewed if it does not follow the Genetics style guide or if improper grammar or syntax precludes its proper scientific review.
Criteria for Publication d the study is of interest to a wide range of genetics and genomics investigators d the results presented provide strong support for the conclusions reached d the conclusions provide new insights into a biological process or d the study demonstrates novel and creative approaches to an important biological problem or d the manuscript describes development of new resources, methods, technologies, or tools of interest to a wide range of geneticists.
